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Independent audit is an institutional arrangement for controling  the 
agency cost caused by separating corporate ownership and control. The 
relationship between the entrusted and the Certified Public Accountant (CPA) 
within independent auditing is the agent and the client. The agency cost of the 
CPA downplays the value of independent audit, which provides grounds for the 
governance of independence. 
Independence has developed from independence in fact to independence in 
appearance. In the early periods only independence in fact was advocated. Later, 
with the development of the securities market, the importance of independence in 
appearance was recognized and accepted in the auditing profession. However, 
great differences regarding the concept of independence still existed among the 
auditing profession, regulating group and the public. The profession placed more 
emphasis on independence in fact while regulating group and the public attached 
more importance to independence in appearance.  
Through analyzing the development of independence and the reasons why 
ISB was dissolved, the author argues that it was the disparities in interests between 
the SEC and the auditing profession that caused the differences in defining 
independence, which in turn, resulted in the differences between principle-based 
independence and rule-based independence. Independence-regulation authority 
configurations shall be incarnated as the combination of the self-discipline by the 
CPA and external regulation. The standards of independence shall be a system 
combining both rules and principles. Several suggestions are put forward for 
improving auditing independence, based on the analysis in the previous sections. 
Contributions of this paper: an analysis on the difference regarding the 
concept of independence between the auditing profession and regulating 
organizations is conducted in this paper based on a review of the development of 
the concept independence and the establishment and dissolution of ISB. An 
appraisal on both principle-based independence and rule-based independence is 
made and an in-depth discussion on the arrangement of supervision system of 
independence is done based on the appraisal.  
Limitations of the paper: owing to the limitation of materials, some parts in 
the paper lack new materials and some conclusions aren’t backed with empirical 
data. 
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第一章  审计独立性概述 
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第一章  审计独立性概述 
性有利于解除他们的责任并有利于提高他们的声誉及自尊。①
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